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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Goals for FoTL Session</th>
<th>Learning Materials</th>
<th>Learner Actions</th>
<th>Learning Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants will learn and be able to:</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEFINE &amp; RELATE</strong> Learning Trajectory, Variation Theory and Productive Struggle to learning of complex subject matter and skilled performance (teaching mathematics to diverse elementary-aged learners)</td>
<td>Through engagement with: Game of Squares Puzzle. Skyscraper Puzzle. Perimeter trains problem. Finger counting problem. Student reflections (Mathcurations)</td>
<td>This will involve Learner will produce/dem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSTRUCT</strong> a learning trajectory for at least one mathematical game/puzzle</td>
<td></td>
<td>Play game. Analyse learning opportunities. Sequence.</td>
<td>Positive learning experience. A learning sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISCERN</strong> how this framework contributes to student (pre-service teacher) learning;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and Discussion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAKE CONNECTIONS/DRAW ANALOGIES</strong> with teaching and learning in other domains involving a combination of complex subject matter and skilled performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Variation Theory**

→ Introduces idea of Critical Features.
→ Helps students become aware of Dimensions that can Vary.
→ Used to help them discern:
  - Variations in task purposes/learning goals
  - Variations in instructional strategies.
  - Way mathematical concepts are organized/attended to by the Professional Discourse Community.
→ Helps to identify that there can be variation in skilled performance.

**Learning Trajectories**

→ Introduces idea that learning is developmental and facilitated by meaningful tasks effectively facilitated.
→ Gives a framework for mathematical concept development (learn complex subject matter)
→ Helps in identifying LEVELS OF SKILLED PERFORMANCE.
→ Suggests relevant tasks to help move from one level to another.

**Game Mechanics**

→ Are one way to structure and sequence learning experiences for productive struggle.
→ Productive struggle does not have to be isolated/individual struggle.
→ Systems are structured but can be hacked/gamed - designed to be ‘played’.

**Productive Struggle**

→ Introduces idea that effort & persistence are required to learn complex subject matter.
→ (learn complex subject matter)
Issue: Learning {Mathematics} is ‘hard’ (complex subject matter):

Things we know...

○ **Effort, persistence, failures >> successes are NECESSARY for learning**
  ■ Learners need to appreciate the value of effort, struggle and failure, persistence in learning mathematics.
  ● Growth Mindsets & Productive Struggle

○ **Mathematical ideas are understood in particular ways in the Prof. Discourse Communities.**
  ■ Learners need to **discern** those particular ways (discernment is not ‘discovery’).
  ● Variation Theory (Critical Features)

○ **Initial successes should precede situations where failure is likely but not consequential. ‘Failures’ should present opportunities to learn and revise.**
  ● Game Mechanics, Constructionism.

○ **Conceptual Understanding gets more sophisticated/complex/connected over time.**
  ■ Learners need to experience a sensible/appropriate developmental sequence with learning tasks and experiences and reflection/critical connection & curation of experiences.
  ● Learning Trajectories, Variation Theory.
Issue: Learning to teach Elementary Mathematics is ‘hard’ (complex subject matter)

Things we know...

- effort is necessary
  - Growth Mindset
- understanding early learning, discerning aspects of conceptual development are necessary
  - Variation Theory, Learning Trajectories,
- sensibly selecting and sequencing of appropriate (motivating) tasks-fit-to-purpose, and learner(s), and context are necessary
  - Variation Theory, Learning Trajectories, Game Mechanics,
- demands of tasks should increase but not elicit quitting.
  - Productive Struggle
- Learning to identifying different levels of skilled performance is necessary
  - Learning Trajectories, Variation Theory
- Knowledge of Mathematics is necessary (CK)
- Knowledge of effective instructional strategies fit-to-purpose is necessary
- Knowledge of Curriculum is required.
- PLUS all the other stuff: designing, planning, monitoring, reporting, establishing and maintaining relationships, classroom management, inclusion, cultural relevancy etc.)
EDEL 316: Learning & Teaching Context

- Only required math pedagogy (‘methods’) course for K-6 Pre-Service Teachers in Elementary Mathematics.
- Focus is on Learning to Teach Mathematics to Elementary aged learners NOT Math Content Knowledge.
- Winter 2018 face-to-face sections with ~32 participants each.
- 8 weeks.
- 2 x 110 minutes/week/section.
- A proportion of students enter the course with anxiety about their mathematical proficiency and fears of teaching mathematics to young learners as well as challenges with mental arithmetic.
- Personal observation and engagement with elementary classroom teachers and pre-service teachers across 3 provinces in Canada suggests that EPSTs don’t discern different purposes for mathematical tasks (and consequently different TYPES/AFFORDANCES of mathematical tasks for learning) and don’t discern different levels skilled mathematical performance.
Classroom Physical Context
# Game About Squares Puzzles

**G.A.S.P.s**


---

## Creating a Learning Trajectory for GASP\textsubscript{s}

- The intention is to use the experience of playing the game to provide a safe but challenging (non-mathematical) context for you to be able to return to relate ideas such as Learning Goals, Learning Trajectories, Critical Features, Success Criteria, Math Processes, Elements of Math Proficiency, and Effective Teaching Practices.

- The information below will only make sense IF you have played the game.

- Some of the concepts may not make full sense immediately depending on the specific learning sequence you have taken to get here.

  - As such you may need to review material covered earlier or come back to this lesson after you have encountered the relevant concepts and had additional experiences.

---

## Learning Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Learning Materials</th>
<th>Learning Products</th>
<th>Success Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student-teachers will learn and be able to:</td>
<td>This will involve</td>
<td>Learner will produce/dem</td>
<td>Learners and I will know they have successfully learned if...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLVE G.A.S.P\textsubscript{s} individually and collaboratively.</td>
<td>Game about squares <a href="http://bit.ly/2BJxWMt">app</a></td>
<td>Screenshot of highest level achieved.</td>
<td>Can move up levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOP FOUNDATIONAL EXPERIENTIAL UNDERSTANDING of core course concepts such as Learning Goals, Learning Trajectories, Critical Features, Success Criteria, Math Processes, Elements of Math Proficiency, Effective Teaching Practices through REASONING by ANALOGY and REFLECTION using the GASP\textsubscript{s}.</td>
<td>Analogical reasoning, Reflection, Spreadsheet, Slideshow, Class discussion.</td>
<td>Reflective annotations in portfolio.</td>
<td>Can use the experience of solving GASP\textsubscript{s} to exemplify or relate core course concepts such as Learning Goals, Learning Trajectories, Critical Features, Success Criteria, Math Processes, Elements of Math Proficiency, Effective Teaching Practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIENCE guided (skill) development and RELATE to guided concept development.</td>
<td>Game about squares.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## Play Game About Squares Here

[http://gameaboutsquares.com](http://gameaboutsquares.com)
Learning Trajectories (Clements & Sarama, 2010)

- Children follow developmental progressions in learning and development.

- Learning trajectories have three parts:
  
  a) a mathematical **GOAL**;
  
  b) a **DEVELOPMENTAL PATH** along which children develop to reach that goal; and
  
  c) a set of instructional activities, or **TASKS**, matched to each of the levels of thinking in that path that help children develop higher levels of thinking.

- Several learning trajectories are based on considerable research, eg. counting and arithmetic.
- Others, such as patterning and measurement, have a smaller research base.
- Few guidelines for more sophisticated math topics for older learners.
Learning and Teaching with Learning Trajectories (LT²)

LT² is a web-based tool for early childhood educators to learn about how children think and learn about mathematics and how to teach mathematics to young children (birth to age 8). The website provides teachers with access to information about Learning Trajectories for math. Teachers can also review short video clips of children’s thinking along the math Learning Trajectories. Users can access hundreds of classroom activity ideas to support children's development along the math trajectories.

Watch the video below to learn more! Then review our LT2 User Instructions to learn more about how to set up your account and use the site.

https://www.learningtrajectories.org/
Learning Trajectory: Subitizing

Overall Description: Children learn to recognize and name how many objects are in a small collection quickly, without counting ("subitize" comes from the Latin "to arrive suddenly").

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foundations</th>
<th>Name of Small Collections</th>
<th>Perceptual Subitizer to 4</th>
<th>Conceptual Subitizer to 5</th>
<th>Conceptual Subitizer with place value and skip counting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within the first year of life, is sensitive to number, but does not have the explicit knowledge of number.</td>
<td>Names groups of 1 to 2, sometimes 3.</td>
<td>Instantly recognizes collections up to 4 briefly shown and verbally names the number of items. Makes a small collection (1-4) with the same number as another collection.</td>
<td>Verbally labels different arrangements of numbers to about 5, when only shown briefly.</td>
<td>Verbally labels structured arrangements, shown only briefly, using groups, skip counting, and place value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maker of Small Collections</td>
<td>Perceptual Subitizer to 5</td>
<td>Instantly recognizes briefly shown collections up to 5 and verbally names the number of items. Recognizes and uses spatial and numeric structures beyond the situations in which they were already experienced (i.e., in which they were initially learned).</td>
<td>Verbally labels most briefly shown arrangements to 6, then up to 10, using groups.</td>
<td>Verbally labels structured arrangements shown only briefly, using groups, multiplication, and place value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual Subitizer to 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbally labels structured arrangements up to 20, shown only briefly, using groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneously makes use of a top-down strategy to subitizing larger quantities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Play**
- Concentration: Subitize Planets: Perceptual Subitizer to 5 - Computer Activity

**Small Group**
- Concentration: Small Group
- Subitize Planets: Perceptual Subitizer to 5 - Computer Activity

**Whole Group**
- Get the Number: Whole Group

**Routines**
- Math in Everyday Routines Routines
- Math Talk Routines

**Small Group**
- Subitize Dots: Small Group

**Whole Group**
- Subitize Dots Song: Whole Group

**Computer Activity**
- Concentration: Match Sums: Computer Activity
- Subitize Planets: Conceptual Subitizer Place Value: Computer Activity

**Small Group**
- Snapshots: Small Group

**Computer Activity**
- Subitize Planets: Conceptual Subitizer Place Value: Computer Activity

**Small Group**
- Subitize Dots: Small Group
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LT LEVEL</th>
<th>Foundational Block Clicker</th>
<th>Coloured Block Clicker</th>
<th>Clicker-Sequencer</th>
<th>Clicker-Sequencer Pusher</th>
<th>Proficient CSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT-LEVEL DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>Can click on block to make it move.</td>
<td>Clicks on more than one block.</td>
<td>Sequences moves of blocks.</td>
<td>Uses one block to move another block into place.</td>
<td>Combines sequencing and pushing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL FEATURES / DISCERNMENTS</td>
<td>Clicking on a square moves it one square unit in the direction that its arrow points</td>
<td>Clicking on a square moves it one square unit in the direction that its arrow points</td>
<td>The order in which the player moves the squares matters.</td>
<td>Squares can be used to pushed another square in the direction that the pushing square is pointing.</td>
<td>The structure of the setup matters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESS CRITERIA</td>
<td>I can move a coloured square on top of a circle of the same colour.</td>
<td>I can move coloured squares on top of circles of the same colour.</td>
<td>I can sequence moves to move coloured squares on top of circles of the same colour.</td>
<td>I can use squares to move other squares and sequence moves to move coloured squares on top of circles of the same colour.</td>
<td>I can use squares to move other squares and sequence moves to move coloured squares on top of circles of the same colour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS</td>
<td>Experimenting</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>Problem-Solving</td>
<td>PS, Connecting</td>
<td>E, R, PS, Cn, Com, Vis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT LEVEL DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>LT LEVEL</td>
<td>DEVELOPING CSP-DC</td>
<td>PROFICIENT CSP-DC</td>
<td>EXPERT CSP-DC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses directional arrows to change direction of block.</td>
<td>Foundational Direction Changer</td>
<td>Sequences moves of blocks and uses directional arrows to change direction of blocks.</td>
<td>Sequences moves of blocks and uses directional arrows to change direction of blocks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL FEATURES / DISCERNMENTS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Triangles change the direction a player can push a square.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESS CRITERIA</td>
<td></td>
<td>I can use triangles to change the direction my square can move.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS</td>
<td>Experimenting</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>PS, Com, Vis</td>
<td>PS, Com, Vis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFICIENCY</td>
<td>Procedural Fluency</td>
<td>PF, Conceptual Understanding</td>
<td>PF, CS, SC, AR, PD</td>
<td>PF, CS, SC, AR, PD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Skyscraper Puzzles

The Rules

- Using connecting cubes / cube-a-links build towers 1, 2, 3 and 4 cubes tall in each of the squares provided.
- Each row has skyscrapers of different heights (1 through 4), no duplicate sizes
- Each column has skyscrapers of different heights (1 through 4), no duplicate sizes
- The numbers on the outside (in grey) tell you how many skyscrapers you can see from that direction.
- Taller skyscrapers block your view of shorter ones
Learning to Work Backwards and Extend Beyond in order to scaffold concept / skill development instead of problem solving (this is hard for novices).

- Place the tower inside a single square. Write how many towers you see from each side.
- Put a tower of different height in single square. Write how many towers see from each side.
- Move on to two towers.

PSTCs need to discern what can vary and think about the task purpose (learning intention)
Inquiry

If we allowed repeats could we determine uniquely the arrangement from the clues?
How might we have to change the clues?

What about if the board was not a rectangle, eg. cross? How might we have to change the rules?

Which clues give the most information? What are the fewest number of clues needed to build a puzzle?
Could you have a four on each side?

Does every completed Sudoku puzzle determine a skyscraper puzzle?
If yes, does it do so uniquely? i.e. Can one puzzle give rise to more than one skyscraper puzzle?
# Learning Trajectory & Curriculum Connections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LT LEVEL</th>
<th>Fraction Basics</th>
<th>Fractions &lt; or = to 1</th>
<th>Mixed &amp; Improper Fractions (Separated)</th>
<th>Mixed &amp; Improper Fractions (Together)</th>
<th>Operations &amp; Mixed + Improper Fractions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT-LEVEL DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>Can communicate that fractions are a part of a whole and communicate the parts of the fraction and what they represent.</td>
<td>Understands and can represent fractions less or equal to one concretely, pictorially, and symbolically.</td>
<td>Can recognize and represent mixed and improper fractions.</td>
<td>Can relate improper fractions and mixed fractions with each other.</td>
<td>Incorporates multiplication and division in understanding the relation between mixed and improper fractions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL FEATURES / DISCERNMENTS</td>
<td>Fractions are a part of a whole. Identify numerator as the number on the top and denominator as number on the bottom.</td>
<td>Representing fractions less than or equal to one through concrete manipulatives, pictorials, and symbols.</td>
<td>Recognition that mixed and improper fractions are fractions that are more than 1 and look different from proper fractions that are less than 1. Representing fractions that go beyond one through concrete manipulatives, pictorials, and symbols.</td>
<td>Mixed and improper fractions appear different but also share similarities; therefore, one can find the equivalent mixed fraction of an improper fraction and an equivalent improper fraction of a mixed fraction.</td>
<td>Multiplication and division help find the equivalent fraction (improper/mixed) of the given fraction (mixed/improper).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESS CRITERIA</td>
<td>I can communicate the characteristics of fractions. I can identify the numerator and denominator of fractions.</td>
<td>I can use concrete, pictorial, and symbolic forms to represent fractions equal to or less than one.</td>
<td>I can identify mixed and improper fractions and can represent these fractions concretely, pictorially, and symbolically.</td>
<td>I can understand the differences and similarities between improper and mixed fractions and use this knowledge to find the equivalent mixed/improper fraction of an/improper/mixed fraction.</td>
<td>I can use multiplication on mixed fractions to find equivalent improper fractions, and I can use division on improper fractions to find equivalent mixed fractions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS(ES)</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication, Visualization</td>
<td>Communication, Visualization</td>
<td>Communication, Connections, MME, Technology, Visualization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL CURRICULUM EXPECTATION</td>
<td>GO: Develop Number Sense</td>
<td>GO: Develop Number Sense</td>
<td>GO: Develop Number Sense</td>
<td>GO: Develop Number Sense</td>
<td>GO: Develop Number Sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROPRIATE SPECIFIC CURRICULUM OBJECTIVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SO: Relate improper fractions to mixed numbers and mixed numbers to improper fractions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT LEVEL</td>
<td>Foundational</td>
<td>Progressing</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT-LEVEL DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>Can name and record fractions for the parts of a whole or a set, such as in an area model and order them.</td>
<td>Can identify sets of equivalent fractions and compare fractions with like and unlike denominators.</td>
<td>Can identify and create unique concrete, pictorial, and symbolic equivalent fractions.</td>
<td>Can recognize and apply a patterns in numbers to divide and multiply to make equivalent fractions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRITICAL FEATURES / DISCERNMENTS</td>
<td>Fractions represent parts of a whole number. Recognizes what the numerator and denominator represent in a fraction.</td>
<td>Different fractions can equal the same amount.</td>
<td>Fractions can be represented and thus interpreted through various forms.</td>
<td>Equivalent fractions can be made by either multiplying or dividing the numerator and denominator by the same amount, as long as they remain whole numbers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESS CRITERIA</td>
<td>Students can identify what fraction of a whole is being represented.</td>
<td>Students can compare and determine which fractions are equivalent.</td>
<td>Students can use various manipulatives and methods to create and express equivalent fractions.</td>
<td>Students can use multiplication and division to discover equivalent fractions both simplifying and creating higher terms for the fraction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRICULUM EXPECTATION</td>
<td>Demonstrate an understanding of fractions by using concrete, pictorial and symbolic representations to: • create sets of equivalent fractions • compare fractions with like and unlike denominators? [C, CN, PS, R, V]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PERIMETER TRAINS PROBLEM - Sequencing related problems is hard.

Open Inquiry/Exploration
Problem-posing

Concept Elaboration & Practice
Problem Solving w Rich Tasks

Concept Exploration & Development
Guided/Structured Inquiry

That different tasks serve different purposes is not obvious to novices - needs to be discerned.

Growth patterns via perimeter (concept development, guided/structured inquiry)

This shape has a perimeter of 4 units.

What is the perimeter of this shape?

What is the perimeter of a train containing 4 squares?

14 squares? 40 squares? 400 squares? etc.

Perimeter growth pattern (rich task concept elaboration through practice)

We could put the problem in a story or meaningful context eg. seating for a party or building a walkway (and putting a flower border).

Think about how the SEQUENCING of the problems develops.
Excellent teachers are careful about their selection and sequencing of problems.

Julii builds several shape trains using different shapes. Each shape has all sides equal to 1 unit. Which of the trains cannot have a perimeter of 50 units?

For any shape trains which can have a perimeter of 50 units, how many copies of each shape will be needed?

[Could we put this in the context of a story/situation?]

Perimeter growth pattern (problem solving, exploration, problem-posing.)

Are there any other regular shapes with all sides equal (besides a 50 sided shape) that could be used in the same way to create a shape train with a perimeter of 50 units? How many different ones are there?

What if we chose to use combinations of different shapes? (eg. square-pentagon-square-pentagon) Are there other ways to get a perimeter of 50 using no more than 2 different shapes? 3 different shapes?
Productive Struggle (Warshauer, 2015).

- Self-regulatory persistence and effort in making sense of a problematic learning situation.
- Remain intellectually challenged.
- Maintain the belief that one is capable of meeting the challenge.

Related concepts:
Resilience, Persistence,
Productive Disposition (Kilpatrick et al.)
Growth Mindset (Dweck, Boaler)
Model refinement (Papert)
Desirable difficulties (Bjork & Bjork)
Productive Failure (Kapur)
Deep Practice (Coyle)
Finger counting problem

Starting at Thumb (1) count each finger to Pinky (5).
Then count back to Thumb (don’t double count pinky or thumb when changing direction).
What finger are you on when you say ‘1000’?
## Anticipating Levels of Skilled Performance is hard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brute force non-patterned approacher</th>
<th>Pattern Noticer</th>
<th>Pattern Describer</th>
<th>Pattern Explainer</th>
<th>Math Object Creator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uses a brute force approach but does not notice or use any patterns.</td>
<td>Groups or notices one or more patterns and uses diagrams to describe the pattern visually.</td>
<td>Notices patterns and is able to describe the pattern in words eg. “Starts at 1 and increased by 8 each time. “ “The pattern of fingers repeats every 8 numbers. We start over on the thumb after every 8 counts.”</td>
<td>Able to explain that since the pattern repeats every 8 counts and 1000 is evenly divisible by 8 then it is the finger that contains all the multiples of 8, which is the index finger. [Modulo 8 / Clock arithmetic argument.]</td>
<td>Creates a novel / unexpected mathematical artifact to assist in representing and communicating a correct solution to the problem. May be able to use to solve additional problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recognizing the different levels of skilled approaches to a task/problem is hard. This must be discerned and requires ++ xx >>> experience & exposures. Simultaneously discerning that these levels in this type of learning situation are value-laden / weighted and not necessarily ‘developmental’, i.e. more context/purpose dependent. Levels of skilled performance are somewhat ‘analogous’ to different ways of knowing → in some situations some ways of knowing are preferred/valued.
Anticipated Responses - Exhaustive Techniques - Checks every case. No patterns noticed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On hand or diagram of hand.</th>
<th>Counts every finger and keeps record of every number. No attempt to find a pattern.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On thousands chart</td>
<td>Colours chart by fingers all the way to 1000. May not see patterns.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Thousands chart image]
Anticipated Responses - Mathematical Object Creator.

Group creates a new mathematical object to assist with communicating their ideas eg. 8 finger hand, 8 hour clock, 8 column thousands chart, 8 cell cycle. Able to explain why and how they used it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thumb</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Ring</th>
<th>Pinky</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
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</tr>
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<td>131</td>
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<td>133</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>138</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>170</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>204</td>
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<td>206</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VARIATION THEORY

seeks to create shared
language of prof. discourse
norms, standards of work
opportunities for prof. socialisation

through

LEARNING STUDY

Phenomenographic Research

Empirical Studies of Learning

is a

grounded in

Theory of Learning

which focuses on

understanding of

Theory of Learners' Experience

and

are

lead to

Specific Teaching Enactments

SPECIFIC NECESSARY CONDITIONS

for learning a specific

OBJECT OF LEARNING

which focuses on

and understanding of

Patterns

influence

of

Variance

Invariance

among

instances, cases, illustrations examples non-examples etc.

Focus Question: What is Variation Theory?
Focus Question: What is the Object of Learning (OOL) as conceived in Variation Theory?

- **LEARNING OBJECTIVE** is not the same as **OBJECT OF LEARNING**
  - The 'WHAT' of learning
    - Influenced by
      - WAYS OF SEEING
        - Necessary to understand
          - CRITICAL FEATURES
            - Critical because the learners have problems with them.
              - Empirically determined
                - Direct OOL
                  - Can refer to
                    - Indirect OOL
                      - Usual refers to
            - Subject matter knowledge skill content
              - Usually refers to
                - Based on study of
                  - Based on Lesson planning preparation
                    - Based on what teacher actually does
                      - What students experience what critical features of the OOL they discern backgrounds, experiences, prior knowledge.
            - Capabilities/attitudes that can be developed
              - Through learning
                - Are
                  - Specific
                    - Intended OOL
                      - What teacher intends for students to learn
                        - Based on what students might potentially learn
                          - Based on what students actually learned
                - General
                    - Enacted OOL
                      - What students learn
                          - Based on what teacher actually does

- **INTERNAL HORIZON** refers to
  - Relationships of parts to parts and parts to whole
- **EXTERNAL HORIZON** has
- **DYNAMIC**
Focus Question: What are the elements of Variation Theory that have a significant influence on teaching and learning?
Focus Question: What are the different types of Variation in Variation Theory?

Variation Theory

3 Types of Variation

V1 (Student)

Variation in Teachers' Understanding and Ways of Dealing with the Object of Learning

V2 (Teachers)

Variation as Principle in Pedagogical Design & Decision Making

V3 (Design)

Students' Ways of Understanding the Object of Learning

What is the range of students' existing understandings of the OOL?

What is the range of teacher ideas about different ways to teach a particular OOL to a particular set of learners?

What are the critical features of the OOL? To what dimension of variation (critical aspect) do these critical features belong? What aspects should be varied simultaneously? What aspects should be kept invariant?

Influences

Influences

Influences

Informs

Informs

Post assessment of learning

Grounding question elaborated as

What does it take for students to develop the capability we desire?
Focus Question: What are critical features and why are they important?

Critical Features

- Facilitate teachers' understanding of the OOL.
- Help teachers deal with students' individual differences through sometimes.
- Providing opportunities & experiences for students to discern necessary critical features & aspects i.e.
- Changed ways of seeing knowing the OOL.

Dimension of variation of OOL (e.g. colour) may be

Attribute

In-depth study of the OOL

Sharing of teaching experience expertise

Examining students' ways of seeing

Post-lesson interview post-test

Pre-lesson interviews

Study of student work

Lesson observation
An example

We ask a 6-year old-child: “How many fingers do you have on your left hand?”
She says: “Five.” Then you ask: “How many fingers do you have on your right hand?”
And she says: “Ten.”

Do “five” and “ten” mean the same to her as they mean to us?

What is the child attending to? What isn’t the child attending to?

Teacher Knowledge: Relevant necessary aspects of Number & Counting

**ordinal property** - number names refer to a place in a stable order/sequence.

**cardinal property** - each number refers to a certain “manyness”

**de/composability** - numbers are wholes that can be divided into parts (part-whole relationship).

Variation theory gives an insight into what has not been discerned.
A Learning Trajectory will suggest tasks to build the cardinal property and ability to compose and decompose numbers.
Games will help build fluency through productive struggle.
Reproduce this pattern design

What is it possible for the learner to discern?
What questions can you ask?
What might be some difficulties learners might have?

WHAT HAS CHANGED/VARIED? What is it now possible for the teacher to discern?

Can you cover this picture using pattern blocks?
What is it possible for the learner to discern about the learner?

Is there another way to cover the picture using the same blocks?
Can you cover it with different blocks?
How many different ways can you cover it?
Are there any blocks that don’t change (are invariant)?
What is the most/least number of blocks that can be used? How do you know it is the most/least?

How many blocks did you use?
Can you increase the number of blocks used by ___?
Can you cover it with any number of blocks between the least and most?
How many different types of blocks can you use?

What fraction/percentage of the blocks are ___? (colour, shape, set.)
Variation Theory
→ Introduces idea of Critical Features.
→ Helps students become aware of Dimensions that can Vary.
→ Used to help them discern:
  - Variations in task purposes/learning goals
  - Variations in instructional strategies.
  - Way mathematical concepts are organized/attended to by the Professional Discourse Community.
  - Helps to identify that there can be variation in skilled performance.

Learning Trajectories
→ Introduces idea that learning is developmental and facilitated by meaningful tasks effectively facilitated.
→ Gives a framework for mathematical concept development (learn complex subject matter)
→ Helps in identifying LEVELS OF SKILLED PERFORMANCE.
  - Suggests relevant tasks to help move from one level to another.

Game Mechanics
→ Are one way to structure and sequence learning experiences for productive struggle.
→ Productive struggle does not have to be isolated/individual struggle.
→ Systems are structured but can be hacked/gamed - designed to be ‘played’.

Productive Struggle
→ Introduces idea that effort & persistence are required to learn complex subject matter.
  (learn complex subject matter)
Practice

Identify some discrete area/topic/concept/skill that is difficult for learners in your course.
What do you believe they struggle with?
What is it they need to discern? How can they discern this (what needs to vary?)
What is the sequence of discernments or levels of skills?
What tasks are associated with which discernments/skills?
Develop a provisional learning trajectory - goals (discernments), path (sequence) and linked tasks.
Which if any parts might be amenable to game-based learning?

Questions & Follow-up

Please send comments on the session and questions to skkhan@ualberta.ca
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